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UNLOCK THE FULL VALUE OF ALTERNATIVES



Miles Capital is a multi-boutique institutional asset manager and adviser to the Alternatives Advantage 
Fund. Since our founding in 1982, we have continually innovated in an effort to create solutions that meet 
client needs and help them achieve success. We have grown with our clients for more than three decades, 
while remaining committed to four key concepts:

TRUST 
Trusted industry tenure and staying power

ALIGNMENT 
Helping ensure our interests are fully aligned with our clients  

through employee ownership

SOLUTION 
Investment expertise and tenure leveraged to  

provide excellent solutions

ACCESS 
Complete commitment to outstanding client service,  

 including access to portfolio managers

About Miles Capital

“We believe there are a few key 
criteria that are critical in order 
to fully unlock the power of 
alternatives. We could not find 
an existing fund that met these 
criteria; so we created one.”
        –STEVE STOTTS, CFA



Our fund is designed with the goal of unlocking the benefits of an allocation to the alternative investment markets.

The Alternatives Advantage Fund is a holistic and turnkey solution. It is a multi-manager, multi-alternative fund built to 
establish a core allocation to alternatives with a single investment.

REDUCED RISK
The critical objective for an allocation 
to alternatives is to provide risk 
mitigation, and offset the volatility 
in other asset classes. Compared 
to public equities, alternatives have 
historically had a low beta, which 
serves as a measure of magnitude of 
risk or volatility. This has been borne 
out in historically volatile time periods.

RISK-ADJUSTED PERFORMANCE
Alternative investments may provide 
strong risk-adjusted returns. A look at 
their performance versus US Stocks 
and Bonds over time shows compelling 
returns with less risk.

This means that an investor can change 
the distribution of their returns by 
adding an allocation to alternatives. 
When equities perform poorly, 
alternatives have historically experienced 
less depreciation, as demonstrated 

Why This Fund?

The Fund does not allocate 
to traditional assets under the 

guise of “alternatives.”

The Fund manager is able 
to efficiently modify strategy 

and manager allocations.

An allocation to the Fund 
may strengthen and 

enhance your portfolio.

PURE PLAY FLEXIBLE PROTECTION
The Fund is diversified, 
which seeks to reduce 

portfolio volatility.

DIVERSIFIED

below. Alternatively, when bonds have 
lost value, alternatives have typically 
provided positive returns. 

DIVERSIFICATION
Because alternatives have a different 
return profile than traditional asset 
classes, adding an allocation can help 
lower overall volatility. A portfolio that 
includes alternative investments may 
provide greater efficiency.
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ALTERNATIVES*
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AVERAGE MONTHLY RETURNS
vs S&P 500

AVERAGE MONTHLY RETURNS
vs Barclays Agg

Source: Miles Capital
* Alternatives as referenced above refers to Hedge Funds as defined by the HFRI index 
The up-market capture ratio is the statistical measure of overall performance in up-markets, a percentage of positive return relative to an index 
during periods when that index has risen.  The down-market capture ratio is the statistical measure of overall performance in down-markets, a 
percentage of negative return relative to an index during periods when that index has declined. The capture ratio is the ratio of up-capture relative 
to down-capture.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no guarantee that any investment will achieve its objectives. As with all investments, 
there is risk of loss of principal. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Moreover, indices do not reflect commissions or fees that may be 
charged to an investment product, which may materially affect the performance data presented. Time period is July 1996 – December 2017. US 
Stocks: S&P 500, Bonds: Barclays US Aggregate, Alternatives: HFRI Fund Weighted Composite. 
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The Miles Capital Alternatives Advantage Fund
is a pure allocation to alternatives, delivered through 

a flexible and diversified multi-alternative fund. 

There are a number of inputs that provide guidance to our strategy allocation 
process. Our process for allocating to the various alternatives strategies begins 
with our firm quarterly economic forecast, our monthly asset allocation outlook, 
and our alternative markets committee guidance. The strategies to which we 
allocate can be found in the table below.
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Our team leverages a robust bottom-up 
manager selection process that includes 
both quantitative and qualitative factors:

INVESTMENT UNIVERSE
All liquid alternative investments (>500)

QUANTITATIVE SCREENING
• AUM
• Length of track record return metrics 
   (absolute, relative, risk-adjusted)
• Factor Exposures
• Risk Measures

QUALITATIVE REVIEW
• Firm
• Team
• Investment Process
• Risk Management
• Quality of Returns
• Fund Documents

MANAGER SELECTION
Identify 15-20 managers  
across desired strategies

MANAGER DUE 
DILIGENCE

The majority of multi-alternative funds have exposure to traditional investments.  
As the chart below shows, traditional investments have a much higher market 
beta.  We do not believe traditional investments have a role in an alternatives 
allocation.  Including traditional investments diminishes the diversification benefits 
that alternatives provide.

STRATEGY OVERVIEW
LONG/SHORT 

EQUITY

MARKET 
NEUTRAL

LONG/SHORT 
CREDIT

GLOBAL MACRO

EVENT DRIVEN 

MULTI-STRATEGY

REAL ASSETS

Takes long and short positions in equities believed to be over and 
undervalued. Net position can vary from 0-70%.

Takes net neutral position to the markets. Goal is to generate positive  
returns regardless of market direction. 

Takes long and short relative value positions based on specific credit  
related risks—default, spread, liquidity.

Evaluates macroeconomic variables and takes long or short positions in 
broad markets based upon outlook or models. 

Seeks to capitalize on events, such as mergers, occurring in regard to a 
specific company. 

Diversified approach that manages multiple strategies within the portfolio. 

Invests in real assets such as infrastructure, real estate and natural resources. 

 DIVERSIFICATION

• Minimum of 15 underlying managers
• Maximum position size of 10%
• At least four strategies

SURVEILLANCE

STRONG SELL DISCIPLINE      

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION 
GUIDELINES

(50-75)

(25-30)



The Miles Capital Alternatives Advantage Fund 
seeks to provide long-term total return that is more 

consistent than broad stock market indices.

MANAGERS
The Fund is managed by a 
tenured team with experience 
across direct alternative 
and traditional investment 
management, mutual fund 
investing and selection, and 
risk management. We believe 
our broad-based experience, 
combined with our network 
of industry resources built 
through years of alternative 
investing, set us apart.

FUND FACTS

Symbol
Investment Minimum
Subsequent Investment
Gross Expense Ratio
Net Expense Ratio

CLASS I 
MILIX
$50,000
$1,000
4.08%
2.97%

Fund Details

The Fund’s Adviser contractually has agreed to waive its management fee and/or reimburse expenses so that total annual 
operating expenses for each class (excluding portfolio transaction and other investment-related costs (including brokerage fees 
and commissions); taxes; borrowing costs (such as interest and dividend expenses on securities sold short); acquired fund fees 
and expenses; fees and expenses associated with investments in other collective investment vehicles or derivative instruments 
(including for example option and swap fees and expenses); any amounts payable pursuant to a distribution or service plan 
adopted in accordance with Rule 12b-1 under the Investment Company Act of 1940; any administrative and/or shareholder 
servicing fees payable pursuant to a plan adopted by the Board of Trustees; expenses incurred in connection with any merger or 
reorganization extraordinary expenses (such as litigation expenses, indemnification of Trust officers and Trustees and contractual 
indemnification of Fund service providers); and other expenses that the Trustees agree have not been incurred in the ordinary 
course of the Fund’s business) do not exceed 1.75% of average daily net assets through April 30, 2018.

PURE ALTERNATIVES ALLOCATION: 
A “PURE PLAY”:

• More targeted allocations  
to each asset class

• Do not pay alternative fees for  
   traditional allocations

ALTERNATIVES ADVANTAGE FUND: A MUTUAL FUND OF FUNDS 

DIVERSIFIED & ACTIVE  
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

• More stable return profile
• Better suited to reduce overall  

   portfolio risk

MAXIMUM MANAGEMENT 
FLEXIBILITY

• More proactive
• Agility potentially  

enhances performance

LEAD PORTFOLIO MANAGER: 
Steve S. Stotts, CFA
Portfolio Manager
Steve has managed and helped deliver 
tailored solutions across the nontraditional 
asset classes, designed to meet the unique 
needs of each client since the 1990’s. Prior 
to joining Miles Capital, Steve served as 
Vice President, Head of External Managers 
for Aviva Investors North America. At Aviva 
he managed in excess of $2 billion in 

alternative investment portfolios for both 
U.S. and international clients, overseeing 
fund selection, compliance, and vehicle 
development. Steve earned his B.S. in 
Economics from South Dakota State 
University and his M.B.A. from Indiana 
University. He has earned the right to  
use the Chartered Financial Analyst  
(CFA) designation.



www.miles-capital.com

C O N T A C T  U S
info@miles-capital.com | 515.224.2723
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
An investor should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks and charges and expenses carefully before 
investing or sending money. This and other important information about the investment company can be found in 
the Fund’s prospectus. To obtain a prospectus, please call 1-844-838-2120 or visit www.milescapitalfunds.com and 

download one here. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. 

The fund is distributed by Unified Financial Securities, LLC (Member FINRA). Miles Capital, Inc. is the investment 
adviser. An investment in the Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the FDIC or any other government agency. 

RISKS 
All investments involve risk, and the Fund cannot guarantee that it will achieve its investment objective. Diversification 
does not ensure a profit or guarantee against loss. The Fund’s returns and share price will fluctuate, and you may 
lose money by investing in the Fund. Investors in alternative investments should bear in mind that these products 
can be highly speculative and may not be suitable for all clients. Alternative strategies pursued by the Fund may 
be subject to a number of risks either directly or indirectly through its investments in other investment companies 
or other securities and investment instruments. Investments in commodities may be affected by overall market 
movements, changes in interest rates, and other factors such as weather, disease, embargoes and international 
economic and political developments. Commodities may subject the Fund to greater volatility than investments in 
traditional securities. The value of derivatives may rise or fall more rapidly than other investments. It is possible 
to lose more than the amount invested in the derivative. If derivatives are used to hedge the overall risk of a 
fund’s portfolio, it is possible that the hedge may not succeed. Bonds are affected by a number of risks, including 
interest rate, credit and prepayment risk. In general, as prevailing interest rates rise, fixed income securities prices 
will fall. Investments in international markets present special risks, including currency fluctuation, the potential 
for diplomatic and political instability, regulator and liquidity risk, foreign taxation and differences in auditing and 
other financial standards. The use of leverage typically magnifies both gains and losses. Underlying funds may 
hold less liquid securities. When there is no willing buyer and a security cannot be readily sold, an underlying fund 
may be unable to sell the security at an advantageous time or price. An underlying fund’s investment in companies 
in the real estate industry will expose the underlying fund to the risks of owning real estate directly, including 
economic downturns that have a negative effect on the real estate markets, possible lack of available financing 
and changes in interest rates or property values. Short sales have the possibility of unlimited losses. More detailed 
information about these risks, and other risks associated with the Fund, can be found in the Fund’s prospectus. 




